This paper presents Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) and their cooperative systems including Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) and a Base Station (BS), which were primarily designed for the 1st US-Asian Demonstration and Assessment on Micro-Aerial and Unmanned Ground Vehicle Technology (MAV08). The MAVs are of coaxial design, which imparts mechanical stability both outdoor and indoor while obeying a 30 cm size constraint. They have carbon fibre frames for weight reduction allowing microcontrollers and various sensors to be mounted on-board for tele-operated and waypoint control. The UGVs are similarly equipped to perform their own search and tracking mission but also to support the MAVs by relaying data between the MAVs and the BS when they are out of direct range. The BS monitors the vehicles and their environment and navigates them autonomously or with humans in the loop through the developed GUI. The ability of the MAV in flight was demonstrated by showing continuous hovering. The efficacy of the overall system was validated by autonomously controlling two UGVs for cooperative search.
INTRODUCTION
Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) have been receiving considerable attention in the last decade due to their maneuverability with small static constraints [1, 2] . Consider an urban search-and-rescue scenario where victims are trapped in a collapsed building. Human rescuers and large vehicles are not the first choice for reconnaissance because of their size limitations that introduce severe static constraints. Rescuers and ground vehicles have additional static constraints from the geometry of terrain. If designed to fly with small dynamic constraints allowing various flight patterns including hovering, MAVs can provide a robotic solution for real world problems. Furthermore, if MAVs can cooperatively work on a mission together with heterogeneous systems such as ground vehicles, the solution would be substantially effective for real world problems. The MAV08 for which the systems presented in this paper were developed was an event that gave opportunities to challenge such a scenario. In the event, MAVs less than 30 cm in any dimension and their cooperative systems were principally expected to find a victim in a building from a position 1km away, requiring technological innovation in the development of MAVs and their cooperative systems.
The development of MAVs that can fly outdoor while providing high maneuverability in indoor environments is a difficult challenge, so that many developments to date have focused on either indoor or outdoor operations only. For indoor MAVs, more work has been done on control rather than platform design due to the availability of some platforms. Altug et al. [3] , Earl and Andrea [4] , How et al. [5] , Valenti et al. [6] and Wang et al. [7] developed accurate indoor positioning and control systems for MAVs, each of which uses one or more on-ground cameras to track onboard landmarks. Altug et al. [8] , Romero et al. [9] , Tournier et al. [10] and Xu et al. [11] successfully exploited on-board cameras and artificial landmarks for indoor localization and autonomous control of rotary-wing MAVs, while Bethke et al. [12, 13] demonstrated cooperative search and tracking of a dynamic target using quadrotor MAVs with a similar indoor localization system. Rudol et al. [14] developed a coaxial helicopter able to be localized by and collaborate with a UGV in a confined environment. He et al. [15] achieved autonomous indoor navigation without any artificial landmark and external camera using a quad-rotor MAV, larger than a size of 50 cm, equipped with a laser range finder.
In outdoor operation, platform design and development consumed some of the research efforts due to the need for platforms that are robust to external disturbances while control is relatively straightforward with autopilot and GPS. Brisset et al. [16] and Shkarayev et al. [17] designed autonomous fixed-wing aircrafts for large open areas, whilst a hex-rotor MAV developed by Bachrach et al. [18] was able to execute various tasks in both indoor and outdoor environments. These MAVs demonstrated successful outdoor operations in the MAV08 missions. Bachrach et al. additionally carried out object recognition in the mission, demonstrating the potential of MAVs for various missions involving environmental recognition. While noting dramatic progress, MAVs still need a number of design improvements as they are not operable in severe and complex environments. The existing MAVs mentioned above are significantly limited in autonomous capability due to the design aimed at maneuverability with active control rather than payload capacity. Surrounding systems also need to be developed in coordination with the design of MAVs to achieve a challenging search and tracking mission.
This paper presents the design and development of MAVs and their cooperative systems including Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) and a Base Station (BS), which were specifically aimed for MAV08. Unlike many existing MAVs, the developed MAV incorporates a coaxial rotor system to generate both lift force and translational motion. Having a 30 cm constraint for the maximum dimension, the coaxial setup allows the full dimension to generate driving force. The passive mechanical stabilization of the coaxial setup, which allows the MAV to orient perpendicularly to the ground, utilizes the force vertically and thus enables the generation of the maximum lift force and installation of a number of sensors for autonomy. The MAV is also designed uniquely to be able to communicate with other cooperative systems and operate in both indoor and outdoor environments to perform search and tracking. The development of the cooperative systems further supports the operation of MAVs by cooperatively performing assigned missions and by facilitating both the teleoperation and the autonomous control.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The next section presents the design and the control of the developed coaxial rotor MAV. The UGV developed to cooperate with the MAV is described in Section 3. Section 4 deals with the overall cooperative system, and the performances of the developed systems are investigated in Section 5. The final section summarizes conclusions and future work. Figure 1 shows a picture of the developed coaxial rotor MAV annotated with the location of major components. The top rotor features a weighted flybar that adds more gyroscopic stability in roll and pitch, and the bottom rotor incorporates a precision swash-plate for roll and pitch control. The frame and the blades are manufactured out of 190 GSM carbon fiber to minimize weight and maximize structural strength. Empirical studies resulted in manufacturing blades with four plies with orientation angles of 45, 0, 0 and 45 degrees and frames with three plies with 0, 90 and 0 degree orientation angles. The MAV carries a number of sensors to achieve autonomy via waypoint control. The sensors include Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, digital compass, CCD camera, ultrasonic sensor and inertia sensors. Each rotor is driven by a Typhoon Micro 5/3D brushless motor, while the swash-plate is actuated by a pair of cranks driven by servos. The remaining components include a circuit board with microcontrollers, a video transmitter and a battery. The MAV incorporates a few mechanical 140
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Design and Development of Micro Aerial Vehicles and their Cooperative Systems for Target Search and Tracking components such as the shaft, flybar and joints from the Walkera Dragonfly 5#4 Helicopter, but all the other components are fully custom-made to best suit the MAV. This design considers maximization of successful performance of the MAV within its limited capacity, particularly by eliminating the negative effects of electro-magnetic interference (EMI) and radio frequency interference (RFI). For instance, critical/sensitive components are located away from all interference sources, including the motors and high-power video transmitter. Another example is that the high-power video transmitter is shielded by a metal casing to minimize the electromagnetic noise unavoidable from such a component. Table 1 breaks down the MAV into mechanical and electronic constituents and shows their respective contribution to the weight of the whole system. The weight of the propulsion and lift system and a 4-cell Lithium-Polymer (Li-Po) battery pack already totals 245.4 g and the weight with the other mechanical and electronic devices and without the frame amounts to 347.2 g. The rotors with the maximum rotational speed of 3100 RPM lift 455 g. RF module. It also sends data to the BS via the XBee and controls the motors and servos. The onboard 500 mW 1.2 GHz video transmitter sends images from a 1/4" CCD camera at 25 Hz to the BS. It can send a video signal over 1km in line-of-sight conditions.
Manual and Waypoint Control
The state of the MAV is defined by 12 state variables, 6 for its position and orientation [x,y,z,θ x ,θ y ,θ z ] and 6 for the corresponding velocities [ .
θ z ], but because of the passive mechanical stabilization of the coaxial setup, only 8 state variables, excluding pitch, roll and their velocities, are to be considered for control. Figure 2 first shows the block diagram of manual control whereas waypoint control is presented in Figure 3 . The manual control is primarily carried out by observing the flight of the MAV and remotely controlling 4 inputs using a joystick. The forward facing camera also enables non-line-of-slight teleoperation with a virtual Head Up Display (HUD) in the BS. Waypoint control fully utilizes the sensors. Horizontal position of the MAV in an outdoor environment is measured by a Trimble Lassen iQ GPS receiver whilst indoor localization, due to the unavailability of GPS data, is achieved by observing an ellipse created by LEDs attached to the tips of the top rotor by an external camera. The bearing and range with respect to the camera coordinate frame is then used to calculate the horizontal position [19] . Horizontal velocities can be measured by the 2axis accelerometer; however, it is not utilized since the horizontal motion of the MAV can be well controlled via the proportional control. The vertical position is controlled primarily by the ultrasonic Base station rangefinder, and additionally by the GPS in an outdoor environment. The yaw, or the horizontal orientation, and its angular velocity are measured by the compass and the gyroscope, respectively, and driven by the proportional-derivative control. The Atmega microcontroller specifies proportional and derivative gains and consequently outputs control actions. In this mode, the microcontroller stops the motors and the servos and reduces the rate of data acquisition and transmission. For example, the microcontroller only sends serial signals to the RF module at 2 Hz in the power-saving mode, instead of 16 Hz in the normal mode. The flight termination system of each MAV shuts down the motors by sending "stop motor" commands to the ESCs when the MAV may pose a hazard to people or objects in the vicinity. The termination system can be activated by an on-board watch-dog timer, loss of wireless data communication for a fixed time or a kill switch in the BS manually pressed by the operator. The watchdog timer resets the on-board microcontroller and stops motors when the microcontroller crashes and stops functioning. The program in the microcontroller checks the status of the wireless data communication. If the program finds that no appropriate data packets are received from the BS for more than 1 second, the MAV will hover at its current position. If no appropriate data packets are received for more than 3 seconds, the MAV will descend from its current position and stop its motors after landing. Figure 5 shows the UGV developed as a cooperative system for the MAV. Its drive mechanisms are from a Tamiya Super Clodbuster, but the remainder is custom made to achieve cooperative missions with MAVs efficiently. The drive mechanisms, attached to the chassis using a four-point suspension Lin Chi Mak, Makoto Kumon, Mark Whitty, Jayantha Katupitiya and Tomonari Furukawa setup, allow their motion to be virtually independent of the main chassis even when the UGV is driven on a rough terrain. Custom made springs have been fitted to upgraded hydraulic shock absorbers to enable heavier loads to be carried. The chassis is constructed of aluminium angle and sheet for ease of manufacture and to keep weight down. The power supply is stored in the chassis whereas the sensor and control unit containing all the electronics, as well as camera and antennae, is mounted on top of the chassis. Also attached to the top of the chassis is a launching mechanism for the MAV. Figure 6 shows the picture of the UGV when an MAV is launched. The landing gear of the MAV is designed to fit into a support structure that also contains a latching servo centred under the MAV. Two arms on the servo rotate over the bottom rails of the landing gear to lock the MAV in place while the UGV is moving. The launching mechanism can resist all translational and rotational motion of the MAV until disengaged for take-off. 
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Sensing and Control
To control and navigate the UGV, a customised circuit similar to that of the MAV was built to coordinate the onboard sensors, control the actuators and communicate to the base station. The onboard sensors are also similar to those on the MAV, with a GPS receiver, digital compass, gyroscope and ultrasonic rangefinder. A camera 1/3" colour CCD camera with 5.8 GHz video transmitter is mounted on the frame with a 2 degree of freedom support to provide high quality images. The actuators, including the speed controller, steering servo, camera servo and MAV locking mechanism are all controlled from servo pulses issued by the microcontroller. Communication uses a serial data stream with bidirectional buffering and error checking. This data stream contains all the sensor and control data which is primarily processed at the BS. The communication module for the MAV is connected to a small and light whip antenna because of the limitation of size and weight. On the other hand, the modem for each UGV is connected to a high gain antenna to achieve long range communication.
To enable relaying of sensor and control data between the MAV and BS when they are out of direct range, an extra microcontroller and XBee pair is used. This is dedicated to routing data packets and can be used to dynamically configure the network based on the relative positions of the UGVs and MAVs. Similarly to MAVs, a termination system is also built into each UGV for safe operation. Watchdog timers are used to monitor the microcontroller execution and communication links and will reset the motor values to the stopped position if necessary. A manual kill switch in the BS enables immediate sending of a stop command to one or more UGVs should a hazardous situation arise. If no commands are received by the UGV for five seconds, it will be commanded to stop. Figure 7 shows 4 MAVs and 4 UGVs developed for cooperative control, and the schematic architecture of the overall system is shown in Figure 8 . Having 4 MAVs with their ability to search for and track targets with small static and dynamic constraints, the UGVs are used not only to perform their own search and tracking mission but also to support the MAVs by relaying data between the MAVs and the BS when they are out of direct range. Data transmission through XBee is all carried out at 2.4 GHz whereas video transmissions from MAVs and UGVs are carried out at 1.2 GHz and 5.4 GHz, respectively. Each UGV has a 1.5 GHz video transmitter to relay a video signal from the MAV to the BS. The operator in the BS monitors, commands and controls the vehicles if necessary through a man/machine interface. The operator will press a kill switch if any MAV or UGV is presenting a hazard to anyone and a kill command will be sent to the corresponding vehicle to terminate it. Due to the limited computational power of the MAVs, the waypoints, or the trajectory, for autonomous control that the MAVs should follow must be generated at the BS. As a result, the cooperative control strategy deployed to date is carried out in a centralized manner. Figure 9 illustrates the structure of the BS, which provides the GUI interface for human operators to control and to monitor the vehicles. The BS system contains three major components: controller, data server and monitor. One controller and monitor pair provides the man/machine interface for the vehicles, being connected through a data server. The core part of BS is the controller, which handles (1) communication between MAV/UGV and BS, (2) parsing of human inputs from joysticks, keyboards and R/C controllers, and (3) logging of all data. Figure 9 . Structure of the base station Figure 10 . Monitor software Figure 10 shows the monitor software, which provides an integrated view of all sensor and vision information for monitoring and control by the operator. The locations of MAVs and UGVs are shown on a map in order to achieve coordinated operation by multiple vehicles. The map viewer provides a user interface to set or to modify waypoints and other information. Since multiple vehicles are utilized, collected information is shared by way of the data server. Waypoints for each vehicle are also stored by the server so that operators will be able to cooperate. The server is implemented as a multi-threaded asynchronous communication program and the communication within the BS is implemented by TCP sockets; therefore it is easy to extend the system for multiple vehicles by using a simple computer cluster connected by a LAN. Parallel communication links for transmitting control signals were introduced to guarantee long-range and high-speed communication between BS operators and vehicles. This structure is robust, and if part of the system fails, allows the mission to be continued. 
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PERFORMANCE TESTS
It is most desirable to identify parameters of the developed MAVs and their cooperative systems which govern the performance of the overall system and perform parametric studies by varying these parameters, but the complexity of the developed system does not allow this in a succinct manner. This section hence investigates the performance of the developed system with three studies to at least identify the capabilities of the MAVs and their cooperative systems. The first study is concerned with the concept-proving of the MAVs where the flight endurance is studied with respect to the weight of the MAV as one of the static performance measures. Having identified the static performance, the second study is aimed at investigating the dynamic performance of the MAV. The capability of the MAV to hover was investigated by using its waypoint control capability. Lastly, the complete developed system was examined by connecting it to an autonomous search module and experimenting with the cooperative search performance. Figure 11 shows the experimental setup for flight endurance and lift force tests. The MAV was held 1 m away from the floor to reduce the influence of the ground effect on the MAV. The MAV was placed on a scale and the flight endurance was found by maintaining the generated lift force equal to the weight of the MAV and counting the time until the maximum available lift force dropped below the weight of the MAV. As the flight endurance depends significantly on the quality and capability of batteries, the maximum lift force was first measured by using a fully charged 16.4 V Thunder Power 4-cell Li-Po Battery. The motor control input was set to generate the maximum safe rotor speed of 3100RPM. The effect of varying rotor diameter was also investigated. Table 2 shows the lift force created by the battery at both the maximum battery voltage and the minimum battery voltage at which it can be safely operated. It identifies that the maximum lift force created by the battery at full voltage is 470 g, more than sufficient to fly the MAV with its maximum payload configuration while using 35 cm diameter rotors. Even when the rotor diameter was reduced to 30 cm, the maximum lift force generated was still above the maximum payload configuration of 425 g. This was still true when the battery voltage was reduced to 14.5 V, the minimum permitted for safe operation of the battery. Having identified the actual power of the MAV, the flight endurance was measured using the same setup. Since the flight endurance depends on the power consumption, which depends on the weight of the MAV, the flight endurance was measured with different weights. This re-emphasizes the significance of the weight reduction. As the MAV consists of a finite number of components, different weights were introduced by removing sensing components. Table 3 lists the flight endurances with different payloads whereas increase in flight endurance with respect to the weight reduction from the maximum payload configuration is plotted in Figure 12 . It is clear that the weight reduction will contribute to lengthening the flight time at the cost of sensing capability. Figure 13 shows six continuous pictures of the flight of the MAV taken from an external camera when the waypoint control ability of the MAV was investigated. To quantitatively evaluate the ability with no unpredictable disturbances, the MAV was flown in a laboratory environment. Because of the unavailability of GPS data, the horizontal position was estimated by the LED localisation system in [19] . As a result, the ability in waypoint control was examined by controlling the height of the MAV using an ultrasonic range finder. The controller used was a PD controller, and it was designed by the Ziegler Nichols tuning method. The tuning method started with the deactivation of the integral and derivative constants and increased the proportional constant until oscillation appeared. Figure 14 shows the resultant height generated by a P controller when oscillation appeared during the Ziegler Nichols tuning method. The result shows that the motor response generally corresponds to the inverse of the error in height, indicating it was responding appropriately to achieve negative gain feedback control. Based on the response of the MAV, PD values were tuned. Figure 15 shows the transition of height and motor count when the desired height was set to 1 m and controlled by a PD controller, which was subsequently fine-tuned based on the critical proportional constant and the oscillation period. The filtered ultrasonic reading and motor input are represented by the green and red lines respectively. It is seen that MAV hovers stably within the error of ±100 mm from the desired height. The result shows only up to 23.94 seconds, but the stable state continued until the controller was switched off. To further see its ability to maintain altitude, the desired height was altered from 1 m to 0.5 m. As Figure 16 indicates, the MAV was able to reach the desired height stably in 7 seconds. 
Flight Endurance
Waypoint Control of MAV
Autonomous Search
The final test, described in this section, is aimed at validating and verifying the overall system allowing cooperative control and communication between the BS and the vehicles. As the simplest platforms to perform this investigation, two UGVs were utilized and controlled for coordinated search by connecting a real time autonomous search module developed by the authors to the developed system [2, 20] . This module allows vehicles to cooperatively search for a target while representing belief on the location of the target in the form of probability density and updating it in time and measurement recursively using a recursive Bayesian estimation technique. The UGVs were each assumed to possess an omni-directional range sensor which updated the target belief state. Figure 17 shows the distribution of the probability density and the positions of the UGVs at 0, 60 and 120 seconds. The figure shows that the UGVs operate and dynamically update the belief. While the UGVs are initially away from the peak of the probability density, it is seen that they move closer to it while spreading the probability density around their current position. This is because the observation likelihood for search removes the belief whilst the UGVs attempt to move towards the peak for search. The motion of the UGVs validates that the developed software is properly allowing communication between BS and UGVs as the control actions of the UGVs are determined at the BS.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented MAVs and their cooperative systems including Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) and a Base Station (BS), which were designed and developed specifically for MAV08. The coaxial setup of the developed MAV enables the generation of the maximum lift force and installation of a number of sensors for autonomy while making the MAV aerodynamically stable and easy to control. The developed cooperative systems further support the operation of MAVs by cooperatively performing assigned missions and by facilitating both tele-operation and autonomous control.
The performance of the developed system was investigated with three studies to identify the capabilities of the MAVs and their cooperative systems. The first study identified the lift force and the flight endurance and found that the flight endurance can be lengthened by 2 seconds with the reduction of every 1 gram in weight. The second study demonstrated the capability of the MAV for waypoint control by utilizing a PD controller designed by the Ziegler Nichols tuning method. Lastly, the system of the UGVs and BS was successfully applied to the cooperative search.
There are several potential improvements on several aspects of the MAV design. The optimization of the endurance may be achieved by the flight tests of the MAV with batteries of various capacity and weight. The performance and reliability of the MAV control system may benefit from replacing two existing microprocessors by a single more powerful microprocessor, which eliminates the delay and errors in the communications between the two microprocessors. A pressure sensor and a 6 DoF IMU can be added to provide more sensor data, which can be fused with other existing sensor information for better pose estimation and stabilization.
The ultimate goal of this project is to demonstrate the cooperative belief-driven search and tracking by the heterogeneous team of MAVs and UGVs in both indoor and outdoor environments. In addition to the demonstrated cooperative search, the authors extensively developed theories to handle multiple targets [21] , search and tracking [22] and search and tracking with dynamic belief space update [23, 24] . The potential effectiveness and ability of the MAVs for real world scenarios will be continuously
